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Letter from the President
Dear Rotary Members,

As my term as your President comes to an end, I wanted to take a moment to express my deepest
gratitude for all the support and dedication you have shown over the past year. It has been an honor
and a privilege to lead such an incredible group of individuals. Together, we have achieved so much,
and I know that none of it would have been possible without each and every one of you.

Thank you for your hard work, your commitment to our community, and your unwavering belief in
the mission of Rotary. Your contributions have made this year a success, and I am truly grateful for
your partnership and friendship.

I am looking forward to seeing everyone next Tuesday at the Installation of our incoming President,
Emily Chapman. I am confident that the club will be in excellent hands under her leadership. Emily is
bright, dedicated, and a natural leader. I am excited to see the new heights our club will reach with
her at the helm.

Thank you once again for an unforgettable year. Let us continue to work together to make a positive
impact in our community and beyond.

With heartfelt gratitude,

Manana Fribley
2024-2025 CRC President

Reminder - Changing of the Guard
Reminder - there will be no regular meeting on Tuesday, June 25.

For those who have RSVP'd, the Installation of Officers and the Board of Directors will be from 5pm-
7pm at Columbus Brewing Company Beer Hall. This venue has a large parking lot that is shared
with the East Market, and there is also plentiful street parking in the surrounding area. For more
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with the East Market, and there is also plentiful street parking in the surrounding area. For more
information about the Beer Hall, click here.

When you enter the front doors of the main restaurant, the host - and a Rotary greeter - will help
direct you back to the event space.

Food will be provided, and there is a private cash bar in the event space.

Please email Emily with any questions at emechapman@gmail.com.

AD

https://columbusbrewing.com/location/beer-hall/
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